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BOOK REVIEW

Kirkpatrick argues that a truly free society is impossible without an independent citizenry. 

According to Kirkpatrick (Emeritus, Business/California State Polytechnic Univ.; Montessori, Dewey, and Capitalism,
2008, etc.), “independent judgment” has both an intellectual and a moral component: They are “correct perception of the
facts of reality and courage to acknowledge and assert those facts.” A free society—one in which all people are free of
coercion and equally protected under the law—is simply impossible without citizens who are capable of such intellectual
liberty, he says, and so its cultivation is of paramount importance. The author provides a wide-ranging defense of robust
individualism that’s deeply indebted to the philosophical work of Ayn Rand and her protégé, Nathaniel Branden.
Kirkpatrick particularly takes aim at philosophical schools such as materialism and determinism, as well as religion, which
he sees as undermining free will and moral accountability. He also provides a powerful, provocative critique of educational
systems that discourage creative thought and contribute to an authoritarian mindset. When Kirkpatrick discusses the
elemental attributes of a free society, he clearly means one in the classically liberal tradition, typified by laissez-faire
capitalism. However, the author ventures further by making independent judgment a necessary ingredient in happiness
itself, which issues from a “life of reason” in which one achieves “objectively valid, rational values.” Kirkpatrick intends his
work to be a “scholarly book,” and it’s meticulously footnoted as it explains Rand’s theories in a lucid and accessible
manner. However, the book’s philosophical depth doesn’t match the rigor of its documentation. For example, the author
never makes a persuasive metaphysical argument that the “individual entity” is the “primary unit of reality,” nor does he
establish ethical egoism as a theory, or that moral rights exist—a notoriously difficult concept to demonstrate. Even more
disappointing, however, is that Kirkpatrick seems to assume laissez-faire capitalism is the only system that engenders
freedom, which is an unusual and historically suspect presumption.

A clearly written introduction to objectivism, but one that offers unconvincing arguments for its political conclusions.
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